ABSTRACT With the development of cyber-physical-social networks, researches on evaluating social influence have drawn increasing interests. Social influence indicates the importance of people in social networks. As a typical type of social networks, how to evaluate scholar influence in the academic social network has been a practical issue for research institutions. In this paper, we aim at evaluating the latent influence of scholars to find academic rising stars, which refer to scholars that may have few papers and little impact currently, but he or she will become influential scholars in the future. Most of the current works focus on the assessment of rising stars. However, there exists a growth period for each scholar. It is unfair for young scholars with limited resources, who will make acquaintance at conferences and recommendations and who will learn from senior scholars. In this paper, we primarily propose StarRank, which is an improved PageRank method to calculate the initial values of rising stars, construct the social network via explicit and implicit links, and apply the neural network to predict scholars' rankings in the future. The experimental results on real data set demonstrate that our method has a better performance than the-state-of-the-art methods on the count of hitting rising stars and the spearman correlation coefficient.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, social influence prediction has becoming a popular research issue. With the developments of cyber-physicalsocial computing and network technologies, more and more communications are established via social networks [1] . There are many kind of cyber-physical-social networks, such as wireless sensor network [2] and vehicular social network [3] . With these we can find a social network and analysis the social influence. Social influence is a typical attribute of social network individual, and how to define and calculate it is a concerned problem [4] . Evaluating the influence of scholars can shed light on many problems, such as providing basis for award or funding application and job employment [5] . There are mature methods for finding network feature [6] . Due to the rich data and relationships in academic social networks, in this paper, we concentrate on finding rising stars in academic social networks.
A scholar publishes a paper for the first time, marking his (or her) formal entry into the academic career, in which he will collaborate with many other scholars and publish papers once and again [7] . Each scholar has a certain degree of excellence, which is reflected by the level of his collaborators and papers comprehensively. With the accumulation of papers and the expansion of his cooperative group, a scholar's academic career can be enhanced. Every year, many new scholars start their academic career and make their own contribution to the scientific undertaking. At the same time, each scholar may be subject to one or more academic institutions, which will try to attract outstanding scholars to join and expand their influence for their research strength improvement. The research strength of an institution depends on the number of excellent scholars and the high quality of papers. Excellent scholar means he or she has a significant impact in a specific academic area. In fact, most people they employ are those young scholars with a short academic career or those who have just started their academic career. As a result, it has become an important problem faced by the administration personnel on how to employ excellent scholars or the young scholars with potential who will become excellent in the future, i.e., the rising stars [8] . Excellent scholars are easily to judge by h-index, g-index and other methods. However rising star is hard to evaluate because of few evalucating indicators. In this paper we will forecast who is the rising star, and the scholar becoming excellent one finally.
Besides employment, how to identify a rising star is also a meaningful problem when choosing collaborators. According to the characteristics of social interaction, an excellent scholar will communicate and cooperate more with the scholars as excellent as them to publish more papers with high quality. Therefore, it is an important question for junior scholars, i.e., how to judge rising stars so as to select better collaborators, communicate and study with them [9] . According to the work of Albert et al. published in Science [10] , each scholar's most influential papers are randomly distributed in the academic career. A rising star has a higher probability of publishing papers with high impact, and the publication of high-impact papers is not limited by the number of published papers, the length of career, and the number of citations. If a scholar can predict the future of other rising stars and cooperate with them, the probability of publishing high-impact papers will increase [11] .
In addition, it is also of great importance to forecast the rising stars for post-graduate students. With little information of supervisors, students must make best decision for themselves to forecast who is the rising star. Each postgraduate student hopes to select excellent scholars as his of her mentor, who will offer more guidance and help. However, the number of excellent scholars in the field is limited, and it is unrealistic that the mentor of each graduate student is an excellent scholar. On the other hand, as the limited energy of excellent scholars, maybe the student's mentor is an excellent scholar nominally, but in fact the students are conducted by junior scholars in the same institution. These junior scholars are also excellent, but because of the shorter academic career and the smaller number of papers published and cited, their excellent degrees may be underestimated. Meanwhile, these junior scholars with shorter academic careers have more energy to conduct the students, so it is sometimes better to choose these scholars as mentors, and students will acquire more knowledge and experience than selecting senior scholars. Therefore, it is also vital for post-graduate students on how to predict the future rising stars and choose mentors.
In real life, the networks of scholars and papers are heterogeneous. Scholars, as nodes in the academic social network, will be affected by other nodes [12] . There are some kinds of links among scholars. Adamic et al. [13] regard Email as the communication way and make analyses. Twitter and Facebook are also typical communications for social analysis [14] . In fact, the relationship among scholars is embodied in the paper and the citations among papers reflect the degree of excellence of the paper, which is a significant judgment standard of excellent degree of scholars. The reality citation network is a complex network with the characteristics of scale-free, small-world and high concentration. In this network topology, nodes are closely linked. A paper has many references and is cited by others at the same time, which is quite similar to the Internet page links. Therefore, we can estimate the importance of the nodes in the citation network with existing algorithms of link analysis. The PageRank algorithm [15] , as an excellent link analysis algorithm, is applied to the site rankings and works very well. In the Internet, the relationship between nodes is calculated by the hyper link, which is a one-way connection. A page will point to other pages, and it will be pointed by others, which is very similar to the citation network. The PageRank algorithm assumes that the probability of each page's rank flow is same for each reference. Therefore, the dynamic model of the random walk process can be adopted. The degree of page's excellence depends on the referenced pages according to the directions. The more times the page is cited, the higher excellence rank is, and the more important the page is.
Sinatra et al. indicate that each scholar has a talent level, which will affect the excellence of career. There exist a lot of works on the scholars' assessment. Most of them are mainly based on the heterogeneous academic network topology, and the assessment of the importance in the network. The representative work is the PubRank algorithm proposed by Li et al. in 2009 [16] . PubRank algorithm is based on PageRank algorithm with random walk application in the scholar network. Each scholar node has a certain degree of excellence and the degree of excellence passes through the cooperations. The excellent degree of each scholar is assessed by the papers published and the journals in which they are published. In addition, the PubRank algorithm adds weights to the links of the scholar's network. The more times two scholars cooperate, the more chances of their outstanding levels flow. PubRank is a good algorithm to measure scholar's excellence. They believe that the top-ranking scholars contribute more to the paper. The closer a journal's contents are, the higher the journal rank is. StarRank uses a heterogeneous network of scholars -journals -papers and the information entropy method to calculate the degree of journal's excellence. LeaderRank proposed by Lü et al. [17] is based on PageRank and presents a new approach to find important nodes in social networks, which can also be used to estimate excellent nodes in scholar networks. Meanwhile, there is QRank [18] for searching rising stars. This method has a good performance with less time cost.
However, there exists little work on the prediction of scholar excellence. In our work, we simulate and analyze the spread of the excellent degree of scholars through the propagation model of complex networks. In the dissemination of information, a node spreads information at a stage, and in the next stage, it will receive information. After the continuous dissemination and deduction, information can be spread in the entire network. The dissemination of scholar academic level is similar to information. In a certain period, the academic level of a scholar can be improved when receiving, and the academic level of neighbors will be promoted in another period when spreading. Therefore, we can apply the propagation model of complex networks to analyze the spread of excellent degree. Most of the network analysis method are based on machine learning [19] . In this paper, we first process the scholar-paper heterogeneity network based on the PubRank algorithm and assess the excellent degrees of scholars by analyzing the quality of papers and the cooperative relationships. Next, we establish the academic network with explicit links. Then we assess the degrees of the scholarsąŕ activity and research extension, calculate the homogeneities among scholars, and establish the implicit scholar network links through the ternary relation and social activity. After establishing the links, the simulation is carried out by the random walk process. Finally, the calculated ranks and other features of scholars are trained by a neural network. The procedure of our method is shown in Fig. 1 . We use the Support Vector Machine (SVM) method as a baseline method, which is a traditional regression method [20] , and the result shows our method has a better performance.
II. ASSESSMENT OF SCHOLAR'S IMPACT
In this section, we improve the PubRank algorithm, and estimate the excellent degree of scholar. In the PubRank algorithm, some papers are published for just a short time and cited little. The assessment of each paper is mainly based on journals and the papers published in the same journal are identified as with same academic level, which is actually unfair. Some excellent papers sometimes may be published in ordinary journals due to anxiety and other factors. In addition, the quality of papers varies even if they are in the same journal. Therefore, the quality of a paper judged by its importance in the paper network will be more reasonable. It is true that some of the later published journals have a lower number of citations, even if they are of high quality. It will lower the author's excellent degree. However, it should be noted that what we estimate is the degree of scholar excellence at the moment. A less-cited paper has less attention at the moment, so the excellent degree of scholar at the moment does not depend on the paper. In other words, a less-cited paper does not have a significant impact on the scholar's current level of excellence.
In our approach, a heterogeneous network of scholar-paper is established and the excellent degree of scholar paper is evaluated. Then according to the excellent degree of paper and the cooperation between scholars, we evaluate the outstanding degree of scholars. We first estimate the excellent degree of paper as follows:
where Rank(p) is the outstanding degree of the paper p. N i is the number of papers cited in the i-th paper. An excellent paper will cite other excellent papers definitely, and be cited by other excellent papers. Therefore, the more excellence a paper is, the higher rank it is. After calculating the excellent degree of each paper, we estimate the excellence of each scholar. Let each scholar's collection of papers be P, and the quality of each paper in P constitutes the publication level of the scholar. The scholar's publication level means the scholar's average paper quality, which roughly represents scholar's academic level. The calculation is as follows:
where λ(a i ) is the publication level of scholar a i and r(pub i ) is the excellent degree of scholar paper. α is an attenuation factor, and 0 < α < 1. The larger the α is, the smaller the value of λ is. The higher the value of λ is, the higher the scholar's publication level becomes. When establishing the network of scholars, the communication between two scholars is an important judgment factor of the weight of network edge. The closer the communication between the two scholars is, the greater the probability of academic impact dissemination is. The cooperative relationship between the two scholars is reflected by cooperative papers. The authors of the same paper collaborate on the same work. The closer the cooperation is, the higher the weight of cooperation becomes. The weight of cooperation between two scholars is calculated as follows:
where (a i , a j ) is the number of cooperative papers of scholar a i and scholar a j . The more times of a i and a j cooperation and the greater the proportion are, the higher the edge weight of the two nodes becomes. This communication relationship is an one-way link, meaning the degree of a i concerns on a j . Build implicit lines ąąąą 5: Apply the random walk method 6: Add the delta ranks 7: end for 8: Train data by neural network 9: return Ranks The higher the edge weight is, the more chance a i has to communicate to a j .
After obtaining the scholar cooperation network and the publication level, we estimate the excellent degree of scholars. The evaluation method is as follows:
where Rank(a i ) is the excellent degree of scholar a i 's, N is the total number of scholars, and d is a variable between 0 and 1 to control the network transmission ratio. The larger the value of d is, the higher the scholar position influence in the network becomes. Thus, we obtain the excellent degree of scholars at the initial moment and regard it as the initial weight of each scholar node.
III. RANK FORECASTING
In the scholar network, the excellent degree of scholar is a self-owned property of each node. The communication and influence of scholars have a significant impact on their interactions. A scholar who is fresh in the field of study will achieve a significant improvement if he is able to communicate frequently with excellent scholars in relevant fields. Establishing the scholar network links is an important step to predict the excellent degree of scholar. The scholar network structure is divided into two parts: explicit links and implicit links. The explicit links illustrate the author's cooperative relationship from the point of the paper, i.e., they are direct links. The implicit links are described by the activity degree and the triple of recommendation by the acquaintance. Explicit and implicit links reflect the scholar's learning relationship from two aspects respectively, and indicate the flow direction of the excellent degree. The dynamic model of the random walk has simple computational complexity and efficient computational results. The steps of rank forecasting is shown in Algorithm 1.
A. EXPLICIT LINK
An explicit link is a directed network construction according to the current paper cooperation and reference network.
It expresses the communication relationship between the scholars. An ordinary scholar has established a one-way communication with a high-level scholar, and the ordinary scholar has a learning link to the high-level scholar. His academic level may be improved. Scholarsąŕ references and cooperative relations are mainly embodied by papers. In order to reflect these two relations, we need to establish a heterogeneous network, consisting of scholars and papers and regard papers as links of scholars. Two kinds of the heterogeneous network relations are shown in Figure 2 . There are two kinds of edges in the network, including the cooperation relationship of scholar-paper and the reference relationship of paper-paper. The cooperation relationship of scholar-paper is a two-way edge because a scholar contributes to the paper in the cooperation and other scholars learn from their work. Similarly, the scholar can also learn from other scholars on his work. The reference relationship of paperpaper is a one-way edge because when a paper cites another, the paper learns from other papers, but the other papers do not learn from this paper. There are two kinds of links in the heterogeneous network represented by link 1-4 and link 1-2. Link 1-4 represents references and partnerships. Link 1-2 indicates that two authors have collaborated on a paper and have learned from each other in cooperation, so link 1-2 is bidirectional. Link 1-3-4 represents a reference learning relationship, and edge 3 is a reference relationship, so it is an unidirectional link. Through link 1-3-4, one scholar can learn from another scholar. Each scholar learns through his own link connected with other scholars in the heterogeneous network, each link has its own weight, and the weight represents the learning level of the two nodes. The higher the weight is, the closer the two nodes are connected and the higher the possibility of learning is. Here we assume that each scholar's learning ability is the same, that is, when two links have the same weight, the probabilities of the two scholar nodes to learn are the same. There are two kinds of links between the two nodes in the heterogeneous network. As the cooperative link and the reference link have different learning degrees, the weights of the two links are calculated differently. Suppose the link weight is S, then for the bidirectional cooperative link S 12 , the calculation method is:
where β is the paper collection of all the papers by cooperation, α is the paper's excellent degree, and a is an experimental constant. It is true that the more excellent a paper is, the more efforts are made by the collaborators, the more interaction and discussion they have, and the more opportunities for mutual learning. For the one-way reference link S 134 , if a scholar cites more papers of another scholar, the scholar is more likely to have a greater amount of reading for the cited paper, and to learn and think more deeply about his work. Therefore, the greater proportion of cited papers exists, the more chances to learn and the larger weight of the link is.
Here we assume that the contributions of each reference and each scholar to the paper are the same, then the unidirectional reference link is calculated as follows:
where Cita au is the number of references to the author's papers, and Citation is the number of citations of this paper. After computing the explicit link, we need to normalize it. Because we assume that the learning ability of each scholar is the same when constructing the link, the weight of each pointed edge represents the probability of the scholar's learning from other scholars. The normalization can not only facilitate the calculation but also make it possible to compare the relations between different scholars, which can be used for the later strength assessment.
B. IMPLICIT LINK
Next, we need to compute implicit links. Implicit links indicate the potential linkages between scholars, which are mainly reflected in acquaintances' mutual recommendation and acquaintance. The implicit link is an abstract link, which does not exist obviously in the society, but at a certain time two nodes will be constructed by the link with the some probability. To a great extent, the construction of implicit links is an abstract and fuzzy construction. The fuzziness, on one hand, is reflected by the probability of construction. On the other hand, it is reflected by the evaluation of network parameters.
For implicit link construction, we use parameters of scholar research extensiveness and scholar activity. A scholar's research extensiveness and research activity have a great influence on his excellent degree. The more extensive and active the research is, the more academic conferences he will participate in and publish in a relatively large number of journals; then the greater possibility of contact, learning, and cooperation with other excellent scholars exists, which has a great effect on the mutual learning to promote themselves. At the same time, we assume that each scholar has the same effort in each direction. The more extensive a scholar has studied, the less effort is made in one direction, and it has restricted communication. The extensiveness of scholar research is expressed as follows:
where N Au is the set of title words of all the papers published by Au, and N is the set of title words in the whole paper data set. The title of an article can fully summarize the paper. After elimination of the attributives with no practical significance, the proportion of the number of title words in the whole paper can be used to show the extensiveness of scholar research in a certain degree. Scholar activity is also one of the main parameters of prediction, which has a great influence on the degree of scholar excellence. In various fields, scholars will participate in many academic conferences and forums. In the meeting, scholars can make acquaintances and have a discussion with each other. In face of the same research directions and research points, two scholars are likely to have a cooperative relationship for future mutual learning. Therefore, it is an important part of constructing implicit links to analyze the learning relations of two scholars through social activity. The more active the scholar is, the more communication he will attend, and he will have more chances of meeting other outstanding scholars. With more communication, he will make greater academic advancement. An active scholar is more inclined to communicate with other active scholars. Therefore, the link analysis method can be used to estimate the degree of scholar activity, which can be calculated by:
where L(Au j ) is the number of scholar's collaborators, that is, the out-degree of the node in the network. d is the adjustment parameter. N is the number of scholars in the network. How to quantify activity has become an important problem to construct implicit links. ''Small World Network'' is an important phenomenon in social networks. In the general social network, sometimes we will find that two people who do not know each other can get to know via few edges, which is a very important phenomenon in the real network. In the scholar network, this phenomenon is still obvious. As a result, a scholar can connect with another scholar by only a few edges. Therefore, the link between scholars is close. In a real academic network, scholars have a very wide range of contacts, the edges in the network are also extensive. At the same time, the real scholar network has a large number of nodes, and presents a close feature. In such a network, the number of nodes is extremely large, but the distance between two points is limited. Therefore, we can view it as an infinite network.
In this infinite-scale network, a scholar can spread academic knowledge to others and obtain knowledge from others as well. We can apply the SIS model to abstract this relationship. SIS is a typical network model to simulate the interaction of people and make immunization [21] . The spread of knowledge is similar to the infectious disease transmission, which makes people turn to a special status and return to initial status after some time. In the SIS model of a typical infinite-scale network, there are two kinds of nodes: the susceptible node S and the infected node I . At a moment, susceptible nodes will be infected by surrounding infected nodes in a certain probability and become infected nodes. Meanwhile, infected nodes will recover from the infected state and become susceptible nodes. The threshold in the SIS model is defined as:
When the probability of infection in the network exceeds λ c , the nodes of the entire network will be infected over time. We can use this threshold to characterize the activity of the scholar. The more active the scholar is, the higher the probability of spreading the academic level exists, and the greater the probability of infecting others in the SIS model is. Note that in the SIS model, the weight of each edge is the same, that is, the probability of mutual infection is the same. In the real network, each scholar has a different degree of activity. Thus, in the evaluation it needs to be scaled to the activity interval. When Active A > Activet, the scholar is regarded as active. Active t is defined as:
When two scholars are similar, they are more likely to establish a learning relationship. Here we use the coefficient of homogeneity to compare the similarity of two scholars. Homogeneity is an important feature in social network [22] , which affects the behavior of scholars. In our work, the higher the homogeneity is, the higher the degree of similarity between the two scholars is, and the greater the probability of mutual learning exists. The homogeneity is denoted by ε, i.e.,
where N A and N B are published papers' title sets of scholars respectively. Rank and wide show the scholarsąŕ energy distribution on the research field. The higher the ε is, the more similar two scholars are. In the calculation of homogeneity, we consider the differences of research fields and energy distribution of the two scholars. The greater the difference between the research fields is, the more different the energy distributes, then the lower the homogeneity becomes, and the less opportunity to form a learning relationship. Meanwhile, although there are many conferences in academic area, one scholar has little spirit to join a conference less similar with his research. We use a parameter Simi to calculate the similar research ares. If two scholars have similar research area, they will have more chances to join the same conferences and make acquaintance. Simi AB is calculated as:
If Simi AB is less than the similarity threshold T similar , then a link will not exist between A and B. If both A and B are active scholars, and they have similar research areas, then a link with the strength of ε will be established between them in the probability of P, where
In addition, acquaintance recommendation is a common kind of implicit relationship. If the relationship between scholar A and B is close and the relationship between scholar B and scholar C is also close, A, B and C can constitute a ternary relationship group, A and C can also have great possibility to get to know each other and cooperate, which is a common situation in social life. The ternary relation group is based on the explicit link and deduced in the normalized explicit link. A typical triple relationship group ABC is shown in the Fig. 3 . In Fig. 3, A and B constitute a two-way link, B and C constitute a two-way link. If the edge weight of A and B is high and the edge weight of B and C is high, A and C will form a link in the future with strong possibility. It is noted that the links are unidirectional for the scholar nodes and the direction represents the transfer of learning, thus the constructed implicit links are also unidirectional, so that the weights of link S AC and link S CA are different. We need to give the definition of strong links before computing implicit links. When the weight S of an unidirectional link is larger than the threshold S t , we call the link S as a strong link. The strength of the link determines the tightness of the learning relationship between the two nodes. If the relationship is strong, they will pay more attention to each other and the recommendation relationship between them will be strong. For instance, the relationship between A and B is close as well as the relationship between B and C, then A is likely to have a close learning tendency towards C, and a learning link is constructed.
If link S AB and link S BC are bidirectional strong links, then,
where
After constructing the implicit links, we need to process them so that the sum of the out-degree of each node is 1. On the one hand, the calculation scale will be consistent with the explicit links and the data can be processed uniformly. On the other hand, it will be possible to compare the link relations of different scholar nodes.
C. IMPACT EVALUATION
After constructing the implicit and explicit links, the next step is to evaluate the dissemination of excellent degree on the links. The rank of scholar excellence spreads across the entire network of scholars, and the random walk process is employed for evaluation. We average and analyze them based on statistical data to evaluate the spread of scholars in the real environment. The random walk is a very classical method of dynamic evolution. Based on the previous implicit and explicit link networks, we deduce for M generations with the following derivation:
where Rate is the learning rate, S Ak is the weight of link Ak, S A is the sum of all out-degrees of A, and P Ak is the probability of receiving impact, which can be calculated as follows:
It can be seen that the greater the difference between the scholarsąŕ academic levels is and the higher the weight of learning becomes, the more the level is promoted. An active scholar has higher activity and social degrees, so relatively their social relations based on social activities have played a significant role in improving their academic levels. Therefore, we deduce the explicit and implicit links separately, and the differences calculated by each deduction are denoted as δRank E and δRank I respectively. For scholars, the final improvement of after a deduction is:
where Rate is a constant value to control the speed of spread.
After deduction, the implicit links will be recalculated to evaluate the social uncertainty. In addition, after promoting academic levels, the homogeneity between scholars will change, resulting in changes of learning weights. Therefore, it is necessary to recalculate and construct the implicit links. After the simulation of K times, the excellent degrees of scholar are the results of our experiments.
D. RANK FORECASTING
To ensure the forecast result, we should consider the impact factors as many as possible. Talent rank is one of the features of achievements. If a scholar with high talent has few spirits on research, the count of citations will be not large. Thus, finding outstanding scholars only based on rank is not much reliable. To solve this problem, we use a neural network to deal with the relationship between features and the achievements.
The neural network is trained with outstanding rank, count of co-authors, count of publications, count of citations, and the citation number per year. The output of the neural network is the count of citations in the future. All the data should be normalized.
In this neutral network, we use sigmod as the active function. For sigmod function has a restrict output range, it is hard to diffuse. Meanwhile, sigmod function has a output range between [0,1], which is suitable for the training data. The structure of neutral network is designed by 3 layers, which is illustrated as Fig. 4 . Between every 2 layers we apply fullconnection. After training the network, it is used to predict the outstanding scholars. 
IV. EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS
The scholar data set of American Physical Society (APS) is used as the experimental data set. APS data set includes the data set of more than 10 kinds of its publications. In APS data set, we can get many indexes, such as DOI, collaborators, titles, and references. To furthermore conduct the experiments and analyses, we extract the data of 5 years for experiments and comparison, count the number of the scholarąŕs cited papers each year, and take it as the evaluating indicator. Different evaluating indicator will lead to different performance [23] . In our work, we process the sub data set from 1975 to 1980 and the set from 1980 to 1985 for prediction, and use citations from 1985 to 1995 and citations from 1990 to 2000 to verify the results. Details can be found in Tables 1 and 2 .
All the experiments are written by python. The machine learning library for neutral network is pybrain. Pybrain is an open-source library for building neutral network in python environment. With this environment we can concentrate more on the network structure than the implementation. The library for SVM is sklearn. Sklearn is a powerful machine learning library. It provides classification, regression, clustering and other functions. This library is supposed VOLUME 5, 2017 by Google and becomes a mainstream library for researchers.
The baseline method is based on the SVM method. It is a traditional prediction model. There are some prediction works based on SVM [24] - [26] We train the SVM model with all processed data and the rank we used in the neural network. To show the influence of wide similarity threshold T similar , we set T similar as 0.75 and 0.9 to conduct the experiments. The corresponding performance evaluations can be found in Figs. 5 and 6.
The SVM model is set with the following parameters. The kernel function of SVM is rbf kernel. The tolerance of model is 0.001. SVM model will not stop running until the tolerance is lower than 0.001.
From the results shown in Figs. 7 and 8, we can find that with the increase of author counts, our method hits more citations than SVM, i.e., more the counts, more significant the difference of performance is. Although different thresholds have different performances, both of them are better than SVM. To show the influence of initial rank, we use StarRank as our initial rank.
From the result in Tables III and IV , we can find that StarRank can also have a better performance than SVM when the count is large. Top author's hit rate is another factor to show the performance effectiveness. In fact, our task is to find future rising stars in academic social network as many as possible. Therefore, the performance for top author's hit rate is more important than the citation count. We set the threshold as 0.25, that is, we regard the top 25% scholars as top authors. We count the scholar's hit by algorithms. The results are shown in Fig. 9 and 10 . From the results we can find that our method can hit more top authors in short scopes. Both PubRank and StarRank can have a better performance than SVM in most situations. To compare the rationality, we regard spearman correlation coefficient as the evaluation index. Spearman correlation is a factor to estimate the correlation between 2 series of data, which is widely used in statistics. The larger the coefficient value is, the more rational the method is. The result of 2 time intervals are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. We can find the coefficient of SVM is always less than our method, which means our method has a better performance. In addition, From the experiment of StarRank, we can find the result is unstable. Sometimes the performance is not better than SVM. Initialization with PubRank may have a stable result. These experiments show our method is effective to assess the excellent rank and have a better performance.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose the StarRank to find rising stars, and evaluate the diffusion of outstanding rank in heterogeneous networks. We consider the explicit link and implicit link in the network, and construct the transmission links of outstanding rank. Finally, we fit neural network with the rankings. We compare the performance of our method with the existing prediction method, and the results show our method has a better performance. In the future, more datasets will be pro-cessed and tested to explore the performance of our method. Meanwhile, we will consider a quantified method to decide the iteration time and the increasing rate. In addition, more methods will be employed for the initial excellent ranking.
